Cajun Adventure--Louisiana
Cast & Blast the DEEP South
It is late at night---- snowing, blowing and below zero outside. The kind of late December winter night in
South Dakota that makes you want to curl up in front of a blazing fireplace with a cup of hot chocolate
and a blanket and try to escape the thought of what is happening outside. But instead I am in my
insulated garage with the ceiling furnace on, the radio is blasting late 60’s and early 70’s rock and roll
oldies, my pickup doors, topper doors and end gate are all open and I am loading.
All 4 of my girls are alert, sitting intently in their kennels with their muzzles pressed up against the
kennel doors. An occasional shiver of excitement passes through their bodies as they watch me pack
and load. This is my standard M.O. and they know we are going somewhere to bird hunt and it’s going
to be good! Well, at least we will give it our best shot. The destination is one and a half hours straight
south of New Orleans to hunt ducks, fish for Redfish and GET WARM!
Cajun Fishing Adventures, located at Buras, Louisiana, is owned and operated by Ryan and Carmen
Lambert. Buras is almost at the end of the road on the Mississippi River Delta. Nearly 14% of the United
States’ wetlands are located in the Plaquemines Parish area of Louisiana. As a result large
concentrations of waterfowl flock to this lower region of the Mississippi Delta. Cajun Adventures was
voted one of the tip 5 lodges in North America. The lodge can accommodate as many as 35 guests or
just a single person, all the while making everyone feel at home.
My cousin, Roslyn and her friend Tracy would be joining me. Roslyn and Tracy live just a couple hours
away in Ocean Springs, MS and they both love to fish. I had not seen Roslyn for a number of years so
this was going to be extra special.
When I arrived the very friendly staff helped me get settled in. Since Roslyn and Tracy would be
meeting me the next day Ryan suggested we would stay at his house rather than the lodge. That way
there would be plenty of room for the two ladies when they arrived the next afternoon. The lodge was
comfortable and the staff created a very homey comfortable atmosphere. We had a great meal and lots
of laughs as everyone anxiously anticipated the next morning. We awoke to a hearty breakfast, loaded
our gear and dogs and traveled a short distance to the boat ramp. Ryan has a special boat to transport
clients across the Mississippi River to the marsh were the five “Go-Devil” duck barges are tied off.
Transfer between the shuttle boat and the duck barge is very convenient. Several in one of the groups
were a bit physically challenged and they had not problems entering the shuttle boat or maneuvering
from it into the duck barge blinds.

Shuttle boat at the landing

Transferring from the duck barge to the shuttle boat

Go Devil barges at the rendezvous location

Duck barge headed out for the morning hunt
I had the privilege of hunting with Ryan and his lab Logan this morning. After everyone is divided up and
on their way we head down channels and slide the barge into the blind. It was a beautiful morning and
watching the sun rise over the marsh is a sight I never grow tired of.

Muda on the Go Devil duck barge

Channel in the marsh

Typical blind where the duck barge is parked

Muda ready in the blind
The ducks were not flying in this area so we pulled the blind vegetation out of the mud and set it up at a
new location. It did not take long this time. Ryan had grown up hunting and fishing this area and has a
passion for duck hunting. I watched him make some unbelievable shoots.

Muda making a retrieve

Logan making a nice retrieve

Ryan, Logan and the morning harvest
Both of our dogs got a work out. Within a couple hours we had our limit and were headed back to the
rendezvous location. We were the first ones back. As the other barges came in we found everyone was
in high spirits and had limited.
That afternoon I tired catching my first Redfish.

Scene on the Mississippi River

Scene on the River

Redfish Territory
It was very slow and we were not successful. When I arrived back at the lodge I found out no one had
much luck that afternoon. That evening we were treated to duck hors d’oeuvres and a great meal.
The second morning I went with Capt. Jude Monete and his lab Daisy to hunt on the other side of the
Mississippi River.

Morning…..Head Out!

Sunrise over the marsh

Capt. Jude Monete & Daisy

Muda making a retrieve

We put his boat in and headed for the blind. It was not long after we put the decays out the ducks
started coming in. Both dogs made some nice retrieves. Daisy made an especially long retrieve after a
wounded duck and went around the point. She did not come back. Jude knew she liked chasing nutria
(water rat). A half an hour went by and we decided to go look for her. We went around that point and
along the marshy shore another three quarters of a mile but still did not see her. So we turned back.
Finally about a quarter mile from the end of the point we saw a nutria come out of the reeds into the
water and shortly after came Daisy, We called her over to the boat and once we had her loaded
checked her over for bites. Finding none we breathed a sigh of relief and headed back to the blind. It
didn’t take long and we were limited out (1 ½ hr).

Muda and the 2nd morning harvest
When we arrived back at the lodge I found Roslyn and Tracy had arrived. They were all unloaded and
comfortable. We ate a nice lunch and set out to try out luck at fishing for Reds. It was a beautiful sunny,
calm day. The first spot Capt. Todd Seither picked for us we were successful right away. We caught
smaller 15 inchers that were under the slot so we released most of them. It was a great time catching
them and it was a great spot to kind of get organized and in the groove, “so to speak.”

Tracy, fish on!

Rosyln, fish on!

Rosyln & Capt. Todd Seither admiring her catch
We moved to a new sport and within minutes we were catching Reds almost as fast as we could get the
bait in the water. A number of times all three of us had fish on at the same time. Our guide was kept
busy netting and measuring fish. We had to be careful not get too close to the point the fish were
located on since the water was less than 3 feet deep and we would scare them off. To get the bait to
the right area we had to cast about 30 yards or more.

One happy angler…Tracy

A Redfish for Rosyln

Capt. Todd Seither helping Tracy
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But every time we were able to get the bait in the right location we had a fish on within minutes. And
Redfish are fighters. We were whooping it up, teasing each other, taking pictures and generally having a
great time. We could keep five fish each with one being over 27 inches. We were all successful in doing
that. In total I have no idea how many we caught and released, due to size restrictions, some being too
small or too large. But it was A LOT.

The days catch
When we pulled up to head back for supper we were all smiles. None of us had ever fished Reds before
but given the opportunity we will all do it again.

Crossing the Mississippi River head back to the Lodge

Barge moving up River

That evening we had Redfish hors d’oeuvres and another great meal. The next morning, sad as I was, I
had to start home back to the COLD North Country. I was treated to true southern hospitality. Ryan
worked with me on scheduling, since I had several things I had to work around and even when I asked
about my two guests joining me, it was a last minute request. Ryan’s reply was always, “anything is
possible, just tell me what you want and I will try to make it happen.” The motto Ryan operates under is
---The impossible we do immediately, miracles take a little longer. That literally is the attitude I
experienced throughout his whole staff during my stay. I have hunted ducks in South Dakota numerous
times and Canada several times. Neither of those places has anything over what I experienced on the
Mississippi Delta. Plus the fishing was great and it was WARM! I plan to go back!!

